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ABSTRACT

We present a system for automatic lyrics recognition in digital

video. The system incorporates a text detection and extraction

algorithm, a commercial optical character recognition (OCR)

engine, as well as a method for text comparison and similarity

measurement. The proposed system was tested on a database

of 200 lyrics videos of different resolutions and lengths down-

loaded from YouTube. Experimental results show that the

proposed system is able to detect and recognize lyrics in digi-

tal videos with a true positive rate of 94% and a false positive

rate of 3.8%.

Index Terms— Video analysis, text detection, lyrics

recognition, optical character recognition, OCR

1. INTRODUCTION

Thousands of videos are uploaded on the Internet every day,

and shared by millions of users through social networking

websites such as Facebook and YouTube. For example, over

72 hours of new video are uploaded every minute to YouTube,

resulting in about 8 years worth of video content uploaded

every day [1]. A significant number of these videos are ei-

ther illegal copies of existing music videos or display song

lyrics on them. This makes copyright protection and manage-

ment a very sophisticated yet important task for the music in-

dustry and individual content owners [2]. Legally, lyrics are

considered as “literary work.” Hence, if anyone other than

the lyrics owner reproduces any part of the lyrics (without

the owner’s consent), this is considered as copyright infringe-

ment [3]. This argument signifies the need for developing fast

and high performance video copy-detection and video-based

lyrics recognition algorithms. In this paper, our focus will be

on detecting videos which contain lyrics on them.

From a technical point of view, a video-based lyrics

recognition system is composed of the following three main

sub-systems: (1) video text detection and extraction; (2) op-

tical character recognition (OCR); and (3) text comparison

or text similarity measurement. Over the past two decades,

various methods have been proposed for text detection and

recognition in digital images and videos [4, 5, 6, 7]. How-

ever, to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work
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that directly addresses the problem of lyrics recognition in

videos. Hence, in this paper, we present an overall system

for automatic lyrics recognition in digital videos. Our ex-

perimental results show that the proposed system is able to

detect and recognize lyrics with high accuracy (a true positive

rate of 94% and a false positive rate of 3.8%) at a relatively

low computational cost. The proposed system can be used

for several applications such as automatic pirated content

detection, content monetization, video retrieval, and adver-

tisement. The current on-going work is mainly dedicated to

improving the accuary and the performance of the proposed

system, adding a feature to support different languages, and

detection of lyrics in different orientations.

The organization of the paper is as follows. We first re-

view some related works in Section 2. Our proposed lyrics

recognition system is then presented in Section 3. Experimen-

tal results are given in Section 4, followed by conclusions and

discussions in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

Several methods exist for text detection and recognition in

digital images and videos. However, due to the existence of

very accurate and robust commercial OCR engines such as

TESSERACT [8], many of the existing methods for text de-

tection and recognition address only the text detection and

localization problems [4],[7].

In general, existing methods for text detection and local-

ization can be classified into two main groups: region-based

and connected component (CC)-based [5]. In region-based

methods [4, 5], candidate text regions are detected by low-

level image analysis methods such as texture analysis and

image filtering. In these methods, a feature vector is first

extracted from each local region. The features are then fed

into a classifier to detect potential candidate text regions. On

the other hand, CC-based methods directly segment candidate

text regions by performing edge/corner detection and color

clustering [6, 7]. Region-based methods are usually very slow

and sensitive to the text orientation, while CC-based methods

are faster but more sensitive to false alarms (non-text regions).



Fig. 1. A block diagram of the proposed system.

3. THE PROPOSED LYRICS RECOGNITION

SYSTEM

In our proposed lyrics recognition system called Lyrics

Recognition Module (LRM), we utilize a commercial optical

character recognition (OCR) engine called TESSERACT [8],

and focus on the design and implementation of other modules

needed for lyrics recognition. It should be noted that many

of the current commercial OCR engines expect their input

image to be a binary image in which text regions are already

segmented from the background. In other words, they cannot

directly be applied to images with complex background, oth-

erwise the performance is degraded significantly [9]. For this

purpose, we first apply a text localization and extraction al-

gorithm on the input image as a pre-processing step to create

an OCR-ready binary image.

LRM then consists of the following four main modules:

(1) text detection and localization; (2) text extraction; (3)

OCR; and (4) text comparison or similarity measurement for

lyrics recognition. LRM takes a video sequence V consist-

ing of M video frames Fj (j = 1, · · · ,M ) as input. To

reduce the computational complexity, it then sub-samples V

at a sampling frequency fs to select a smaller set of video

frames S = {Fi}, where i = 1, · · · , N and N << M . Each

of the above four modules is then sequentially applied to ev-

ery frame in S. In the sequel, we describe the function of each

of the above modules. A block diagram of LRM is depicted

in Fig. 1.

3.1. Text Detection and Localization

This module detects and localizes potential text regions

within an input RGB video frame Fi (i = 1, · · · , N ) of

size H × W pixels. Motivated by the CC-based text de-

tection methods such as [4], we first compute the edge map

of the input frame in each of the three color channels (i.e.,

F
R
i ,F

G
i , and F

B
i ) separately using an appropriate edge de-

tection method such as Canny [10]. We then combine the

obtained three edge maps with a logical “OR” operator to get

a single edge map Ei as follows

Ei = edge(FR
i ) + edge(FG

i ) + edge(IBi ), (1)

where edge(.) is the utilized edge detection method, and “+”

denotes the logical “OR” operator.

The obtained edge map is then processed to obtain an “ex-

tended edge map” Êi using a horizontal edge extension algo-

rithm. The extension algorithm starts scanning the input edge

map Ei line by line in a raster-scan order, and connects ev-

ery two non-zero edge points whose distance is smaller than

a specific threshold t1. Here t1 is set experimentally to a frac-

tion of the input image width (e.g., t1 = 0.04×W ). Because

the edge density in text-like regions is high, and the verti-

cal edges of characters in a text region are very close to each

other (especially in lyrics videos where text is usually aligned

along the horizontal direction), different characters in a po-

tential text region can horizontally be connected to each other

by the algorithm described above. The horizontal edge exten-

sion algorithm can be implemented by a horizontal dilation

operator [10] of size 1× t1 as well.

A connected component analysis [10] is then performed

on the extended edge map Êi to find isolated binary objects

(blobs or connected components). We then extract the follow-

ing geometric properties of the obtained blobs: width, height,

area, and aspect ratio. To remove potential noisy blobs, those

blobs whose geometric properties satisfy one of the following

conditions are considered as false alarms and discarded: (1)

if a blob’s width or height is smaller than a specific thresh-

old t2 (pixels); (2) if the aspect ratio (width/height) of a blob

is smaller than a pre-determined threshold t3 or larger than

a threshold t4; and (3) if the area of a blob is smaller than

a threshold t5 or larger than a threshold t6. These thresh-

olds can be set experimentally based on a fraction of width

or height of the input image as described in Section 4. Af-

ter discarding the potential unwanted blobs, a smaller set of

candidate blobs is obtained. The bounding boxes of the re-

maining blobs are then used to localize the obtained candidate

text regions, where the bounding box of a blob is the smallest

rectangle that encloses the blob completely.

3.2. Text Extraction

We then segment (extract) the text from the background

within the bounding box of each candidate text region. The

output of this module is a binary image, which is then fed to

the OCR module.

We note that characters in a lyrics string usually share the

same (or very similar) color content while the background

usually contains various colors (possibly very different from

the color of characters). Therefore, one can expect to find

the pixels of all characters in the input text region in one

class, and the background pixels in another. Motivated by

this fact, the text segmentation task in our proposed system is

performed by a thresholding algorithm, which gets the RGB

image within each candidate text region, considers each color

pixel as a vector, and clusters all vectors (or pixels) in the

given text region into two separate clusters using the K-Means



clustering algorithm [11].

To figure out which of the obtained two classes contains

the characters of interest, we create two binary images. In the

first binary image, we set all pixels that fall in the first class

to one, and others to zero. Similarly, in the second binary

image, we set all pixels that fall in the second class to one,

and others to zero. We then perform a separate connected-

component analysis on each of these two binary images, and

count the number of valid blobs inside them. We use the same

criteria as described in Section 3.1 for finding the valid blobs.

Because the background is usually uniform, and has fewer

isolated binary objects, the class whose corresponding binary

image has more valid blobs is then considered as the class that

contains the characters. Using this approach, we can create

an OCR-ready binary image, which is then fed to the OCR

module.

3.3. Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

In our proposed lyrics recognition system, we used the

TESSERACT OCR engine [8] for character recognition,

which can be trained with different fonts and languages. The

OCR module gets the binary image produced by the text ex-

traction module as its input, and returns the actual text (string)

within the image as its output.

3.4. Text Comparison

After extracting the text (string) within a video frame, we can

compare it against the lyrics in our database.

Let Ti be the extracted text of the i-th frame Fi, and R be

a given lyrics file. In order to find the similarity of Ti to R,

we scan R by a moving window of length Li with a step of

one word, where Li is the length of Ti. Here, we assume that

words are separated by one space (all potenital consecuitve

spaces are considered as just one space). Let Rj be the text

(the lyrics part) that falls within the j-th window over R. The

Levenstein distance [12] between Ti and Rj , LV (Ti, Rj), is

then calculated. The minimum distance of Ti with respect to

R, di, is then computed as

di = min
j

LV (Ti, Rj), (2)

where j is taken over all possible overlapping windows of

length Li over R. The above process is repeated for all N

frames in S. The final relevance/matching score between

the video V and the lyrics R, dtotal, is then calculated as

the average of the obtained N minimum distances, di’s (i =
1, · · · , N ).

4. EXPERIMENTS

We implemented the proposed lyrics recognition system in

MATLAB R2010b, and tested it on a database of 200 video

Fig. 2. ROC and Precision-Recall graphs on the test dataset.

Fig. 3. An example of text detection and extraction. Top

row: original image (left), edge map (right); Middle row: ex-

tended edge map (left), candidate blobs (right); Bottom row:

detected text regions (left), OCR-ready binary image (right).

clips downloaded from YouTube along with their correspond-

ing original lyrics. The resolution of the videos were 320 ×
240, 640× 480, and 1240× 1024. All videos had 30 frames-

per-second (fps). The minimum video length in the database

was about 2 minutes, and the maximum video length was

about 9 minutes. About 50% of the videos clips had the

same lyrics (from the same singer) but with different fonts

or backgrounds. The sampling frequency fs was set such that

each input video sequence V was sampled every 100 frames.

The values of the thresholds described in Section 3.1 were

experimentally set as follows to get maximum detection per-

formance: t1 = 0.04×W , t2 = 0.08×H , t3 = 0.01, t4 = 1,

t5 = 100, and t6 = 1000, where W and H were the frame

width and height (in pixels), respectively.

For the purpose of lyrics recognition, we are interested in

checking whether the lyrics of interest exist on a given video

sequence or not. For this purpose, we need to compare the

total similarity/relevance score, dtotal, of a given video se-

quence with a specific pre-determined threshold, t0. In order



to obtain t0, we randomly selected 75% of the videos in the

database as our training dataset, and considered the remain-

ing videos as our test dataset. We then computed the total

relevance/matching score dtotal between each video V and

lyrics in the training dataset using the method proposed in

Section 3.4. Afterwards, we plotted the precision-recall and

ROC (Received Operating Characteristic) curves [13] based

on all the computed total similarity scores. To generate these

curves, the threshold t0 was varied over a wide range of dif-

ferent values in the range [0−50], and at each specific thresh-

old, the false positive rate (FPR) and the true positive rate

(TPR) were computed. The best threshold t0 was then ex-

perimentally selected as the one whose FPR was the smallest

among those thresholds whose TPR were above 90%. This

gave t0 = 14.3 with a precision of about 91% and a recall of

about 93% on the training dataset. The precision and recall

on the test dataset using the obtained t0 was about 88% and

90%, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 2. Note that

a perfect recognition results in 100% precision and 100% re-

call. The TPR on the training dataset was about 95% and the

FPR was 2.9%. Also, the TPR on the test dataset was about

94% and the FPR was 3.8%. These results confirm the good

performance of the proposed lyrics recognition system.

Fig. 3 is an example showing the function of each step in

the text localization and extraction modules.

The average processing time of the proposed system for

a 640× 480 video frame under MATLAB on an Intel Core 2

Duo @ 3.33 GHz, with 8 GB RAM was about 1.2 seconds.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a lyrics recognition system for

digital video. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first re-

search paper to directly address the problem of lyrics recogni-

tion in videos. Experimental results showed that the proposed

system is able to recognize lyrics with high performance and

accuracy at a relatively low computational cost. Although the

system was proposed for digital video, it can also be utilized

for lyrics recognition in digital images, as well as for any

other application that requires detection of known text in im-

ages and video. The proposed system can be used in several

applications such as pirated content detection, content mon-

etization, video retrieval, and advertisement. As for future

work, we aim at improving the accuarcy of our text localiza-

tion and extraction modules, adding a feature to detect texts in

different languages and orientations, and optimizing the code

for speed and performance.
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